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Model : -

Manufacturer : -

Product Description:A spectacular brand new and unused
Musikraft Custom Pro Electric Guitar in the style of top Tom
Anderson and Suhr guitars. The components and the built of
this stunning professional guitar have been commision and
sourced by a the famous British luthier.  The fabulos guitar
has a birds-eye Canadian maple neck with 24 medium jumbo
frets. The neck is extremely fast very low action and no buzz
or chokes. There is a special contour which allows you to
reach the neck all the way to the top with ease.  The guitar
has a very low action and an extremely comfortable modern C
/ D neck shape. It&#39;s between Ibanez Wizard II and
modern Fender profile neck with nut width 1 11/16&quot;
(43mm). The medium jumbo frets and radius of
12&quot;-16&quot; make the fingerboard flat and great for
banding strings, legato playing, and vibrato.There are no
dead-notes, buzzing or frets ware. The body is made of 2
pieces of ash wood. It has a professional Floyd Rose factory
fitted and everything works smoothly to the state of perfection.
Original Floyd Rose tremolo arm included.Electronics include
the EMG 89 in the bridge and neck (brand new) and slightly
used EMG SA in the middle. There are two tone controls, one
for the neck and middle and one for the bridge. The tone
controls are also push/push, which enables you to split each
of the EMG 89 from humbuckers to single coils separately.
This helps to create the famous &lsquo;twangy&rsquo;
Stratocaster sound, as well as Telecaster sounds. In addition
there is a toggle which engages the bridge pickup with the
neck or bridge pickup with neck and middle. All in all the
guitar produces around 15 sounds which covers Les Paul
sounds, Stratocaster and Telecaster. The EMGs are powered
by two 9v batteries, wired as an 18v which give the pickups
more headroom, dynamics and greater life.The guitar sounds
awesome!!! And all sounds are very useful. Naturally the
EMGs are hum free and noiseless, glorious PickUps.The
guitar is really a shredders dream, but easily can be used for
rock, blues, metal, progressive rock and alike. It has been
fitted by a professional luthier and the pictures really
don&#39;t do justice to the beauty of the wood. The neck
itself would cost more than &pound;400 to import and
together all the parts including the electronics worth more
than &pound;1,300 without the work to assemble it.Please
Note: You&#39;re more than welcome to come and try it with
your equipment.If you would like to try before you buy and/or
you have any questions please feel free to contact me.

Price : £899.95
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Options available for Musikraft Natural Ash Custom Pro USA Handmade - Dream Guitar, Very Fast Neck!!! :

Deposit
Securing deposit only (=£160.00).

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 28 March, 2013
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